Conference Program

8th INTERNATIONAL NURSING STUDENT CONFERENCE IN SPIRITUAL CARE 2017

Spiritual Care - a resource

Thursday 21st September 2017
8.30 - 9.20  Registration
9.30       Conference Opening Ceremony
            Welcome - Head of UCD, Kim Petersen and Director of Education Pia Palnæs, UCD
10.00 - 10.45  Understanding spirituality and spiritual care
              -Prof. Kerstin Sivonen RN, PhD, Finland
10.45       Break - fruit
11.00 - 11.30  Spiritual Care - perspective from patients with COPD
              -Senior Lecturer, Ingeborg Ilkjær RN, PhD, UCD, DK
11.30 - 11.50  Spiritual Care from patients and relatives perspective
              -2 persons share their experiences
11.50 - 12.20  Prayer and meditation among first-time mothers in secular society
              -Lecturer Christina Prinds RM, MSc, PhD, UC South Denmark, DK
12:30       Lunch - hot meal. Poster and book exhibitions
13.45 - 14.45  Parallel sessions I - Discussion groups/Workshops/Presentations
14.45 - 15.00  Coffee break and exhibitions
15.00 - 16.00  Parallel sessions II - Discussion groups/Workshops/Presentations
16.15 - 17.30  Students in action - cross cultural event - The dancing nurses
              -Senior Lecturer Susanne Grøntved Næsgaard RN, MSc, UCD, DK
              -Ass.prof. Helle Winther, University of Copenhagen, DK
18.00 - 21.00  Social evening - meal (individual to pay)
21.00 - 22.00  Night Church

Friday 22nd September 2017
9.00         Opening - Day Two
9.15 - 10.00  Embodying the Spirit: Transforming nursing and making care spiritual
              -Dr. Janice Clarke RN, PhD, England
10.15 - 10.45  Awareness and recognition of spirituality and spiritual needs -
              using the diamond model in nursing
              -Prof. René van Leuven RN, PhD, The Netherlands
10.45 - 11.15  Break and exhibitions
11.15 - 12.15  Parallel sessions III - Discussion groups/Workshops/Presentations
12.30 - 13.30  Lunch - hot meal
13.30 - 14.30  Parallel sessions IV - Discussion groups/Workshops/Presentations
14.30 - 15.00  Coffee break
15.00 - 15.30  Dignity - a resource in Spiritual Care
              -Prof. Wilfried McSherry RN, PhD, England
15.30 - 16.00  Closing ceremony
16.15         Thank you for this time!
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